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Abstract 
Crowdsourcing technologies such as the use of web or 
smartphone applications enable the collection of large 
linguistic corpora. Such corpora allow for an analysis of 
various linguistic features. In the present contribution we 
analyzed data of >1500 speakers that were crowdsourced with 
the smartphone application ‘Dialäkt Äpp’ to examine one such 
feature: the articulation of /kh/ as [kx͡] in Swiss German. We 
compared our results with findings from historical 
dialectological surveys. Results showed evidence for sound 
change in progress in Northern Switzerland with [kx͡] diffusing 
towards Zurich but retreating from the Northeast. We discuss 
the findings against the backdrop of methodological caveats of 
crowdsourcing audio data through smartphone applications. 
Index Terms: crowdsourcing, iOS application, sound change, 
dialectology, Swiss German 

1. Introduction 
Swiss German (hereafter SwG) dialects are the prestige 
varieties in German-speaking Switzerland [1, 2, 3]; they are 
spoken by 66% of the Swiss population [4] and belong to the 
High Alemannic varieties [5]. There is considerable linguistic 
variation both within and between the various dialects. 
Extensive documentation of many aspects of SwG exists, 
which is, however, mainly based on traditional dialectological 
approaches [6, 7, 8]. One prominent representative of such 
traditional approaches is the Atlas of German-speaking 
Switzerland [6], which documented dialectal variation in 566 
SwG localities in over 2000 maps. Data for the Atlas were 
collected in the 1940s in the field, where dialectologists 
typically surveyed one or two elderly informants per locality. 
Hence this historical data reflects dialect use from about 100 
years ago [9]. More recent, large-scale documentation exists in 
the form of dialect data that has been crowdsourced with 
smartphone applications. In Switzerland, this has been done 
with ‘Dialäkt Äpp’ (hereafter DÄ) [10]. 

DÄ was launched in March 2013 [10]. The app has two 
main functionalities: (a) it predicts the users’ SwG dialects by 
letting them indicate their dialectal pronunciation of 16 words; 
(b) it allows users to record these words and a short dialogue 
in their own dialect. These recordings become available on an 
interactive map for users to listen to (cf. [11] for a detailed 
description of the methods used to create DÄ, the 
functionalities it provides, and the data it crowdsources). DÄ 
was a success, being the number one downloaded free iOS app 
in Switzerland after its release [12]. It received major media 
attention [13] and, so far, has >85000 downloads. The 

crowdsourced corpus contains (a) (written) choices of 
pronunciations for 16 words for each user who participated in 
the dialect prediction functionality and (b) audio data for the 
same 16 words and, in addition, recordings of a short dialogue 
for users who did the recording. The corpus contains data of 
over 58000 subjects for (a) and over 3000 subjects for (b) [11]. 

Data crowdsourced through DÄ has been the basis for a 
number of small-scale research projects. Data from part (a) of 
the corpus have been used (i) to create contemporary dialect 
maps and compare them to the historical maps published in the 
Atlas [14], and (ii) to document phenomena of linguistic 
change in the canton (i.e. administrative subdivision) of Bern 
[15]. Data from part (b) of the corpus have been used (i) to 
compare dialects at the acoustic phonetic level, where 
preliminary results show differences in speaking rate between 
the dialects of Bern and Zurich [16]; (ii) to train an automatic 
speech recognition algorithm for DÄ’s follow-up app, ‘Voice 
Äpp’ [17, 18, 19], which predicts users’ dialect based on 
automatic speech recognition; (iii) as stimuli for experiments 
on the perception of speakers’ age [20], of young speakers’ 
gender [21] and on the pleasantness of vocalized and lateral /l/ 
in the SwG word Kelle ‘ladle’ [22]. Currently, a handful of 
smartphone applications crowdsource linguistic data. [23, 24] 
present applications for documenting endangered languages; 
[25, 26] developed applications to collect speech for the 
training of acoustic models. 

In the present contribution, crowdsourced audio data from 
DÄ’s recording function were used for a spatial analysis of the 
pronunciation of /kh/ as [kx͡] – a relatively recent feature of 
SwG [7]: going on a brief historical tangent, Germanic 
voiceless plosives changed to affricates and fricatives in the 8th 
century [27]. In SwG, word-initial [kx͡] later shifted to /ɣ̊/ [28]. 
Word-initial [kh] and [kx͡] are now mainly found in loanwords 
and morphologically complex forms as, for example, the past 
participle of ha ‘to have’: gha. Like other past participles it is 
formed with the prefix /k-/ – and /kh/ is pronounced as [kx͡] in 
some SwG areas. This linguistic innovation was mapped by 
[29], using historical data collected for the Atlas.  

As Germanic plosives and affricates have undergone 
sound change quite extensively in the past [27, 28] we expect 
the complementary distribution of [kh] and [kx͡] in gha to have 
evolved over the past 100 years. We therefore conducted a 
diachronic analysis by comparing contemporary DÄ data with 
the historical Atlas data mapped in [29]. For regions where the 
DÄ data differs from the historical data, we expect younger 
speakers to differ from older speakers, which would be 
evidence for sound change in apparent time [30]. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Speakers 

We analyzed a total of 1531 speakers who participated in the 
dialogue recordings. The speakers self-declared their dialect 
by selecting the Atlas localities that best correspond to their 
dialects [11]. Speakers stem from 357 different localities 
(retrieved as of 29.01.2014). We further elicited gender (49% 
m, 51% f) and age (<20: n=499; 20–30: n=366; 30–40: n=225; 
40–50: n=234; >50: n=207). 

2.2. Material 

Data were provided by DÄ users who recorded tokens of gha 
by adapting the Standard German dialogue part shown in 
Figure 1 (bottom right) to their dialect. The text includes the 
past participle in “[...] hattest du aber schwer zu tragen 
gehabt” ‘[...] you have had a heavy [load] to carry’. Two 
realizations of the syllable onset are possible: [kh] or [kx͡]. 

2.3. Procedure 

The interface of the recording functionality prompts users to 
choose their dialect from a list of localities used in the Atlas, 
and to indicate age and gender (Figure 1, top left) before they 
proceed to a screen with recording instructions (Figure 1, top 
right) that read: “Please record your voice in as quiet an 
environment as possible. Keep an approximate distance of 
about 15 cm between your device and your lips. Please 
articulate the text loudly and clearly in your own dialectal 
pronunciation”. For the recording of the dialogue, additional 
information is provided (Figure 1, bottom left). This screen 
reads: “In the following, you can record the dialogue 
‘Gespräch am Neujahrstag’ in your dialect. Please adapt words 
and pronunciation to your own dialect where necessary […] 
The text is presented in short paragraphs. After each reading, 
you will be able to listen to, and, where necessary, re-record 
the passage.” The user then proceeds to do the recording 
(Figure 1, bottom right). The text is an excerpt of [31], which 
was originally designed to feature a high number of variables 
that potentially reveal between-dialect differences. 

Recordings were analyzed auditorily by a phonetically 
trained researcher (third author). An acoustic analysis of the 
material was deemed unnecessary, since the focus was on the 
variation between [kh] and [kx͡], and not on acoustic features.  

To compare DÄ data with historical Atlas data, we used 
data present in [29]. This comparison data is structured 
somewhat differently, given that [29] does not display raw 
data but used four categories of subset data instead: in the first 
category were localities in which all tokens of gha contained 
[k͡x], in the second category >33.3% of tokens contained [k ͡x], 
in the third category <33.3% of tokens contained [k͡x] and in 
the final fourth category no tokens contained [k͡x] (or no data 
was available). To conduct descriptive statistics and, more 
importantly, to create maps of spatial variation, we applied the 
following conversion: (1) 100%, (2) 66.6% ((100+33.3)/2), (3) 
16.6% (=(33.3+0)/2), (4) 0%. The maps created based on DÄ 
data show the proportion of speakers per locality that used 
[k͡x] whereas the Atlas-based maps – based on data published 
in [29] – show the proportion of [k͡x] in all of the gha tokens 
collected from one or more informants in a locality. 

   

   

Figure 1: Screens that prompt users to indicate metadata (top 
left), instruct them on how to perform the recordings (top 

right), show the reading instructions (bottom left) and 
illustrate the dialogue (bottom right). 

2.4. Visualization 

Using [32], the coordinates for every locality were retrieved 
and combined with the information present in the metadata. 
We used a Google Javascript API [33], which enabled a 
customization of Google Maps elements and allowed for the 
creation of heatmaps based on custom data. As the variants of 
this binary variable are complementary, we graphically 
illustrate the spatial distribution of proportions of [kx͡] only. 
Red areas in the maps indicate high, yellow areas moderate, 
and green areas low proportions of [kx͡]. Areas without [kx͡] 
remain uncolored. 

3. Results 

3.1. Descriptive statistics 

Out of 1531 tokens of gha in the DÄ corpus, 202 (13.2%) 
contained [kx͡]. In the Atlas data, 22.2% of the gha-tokens 
contained [kx͡] (cf. 2.3). As for the cantonal distributions, high 
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proportions of [kx͡] were found in the districts of Wallis and 
Glarus, while the Atlas additionally showed high proportions 
for St. Gallen, Appenzell and Graubünden. Relative 
proportions of [kx͡] per canton are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Percentage of [kx͡] per canton. 

Canton DÄ Atlas Canton DÄ Atlas 
Wallis 87.1% 

(n=31) 
47.8% 
(n=30) 

Zürich 6.6% 
(n=378) 

0.3% 
(n=55) 

Glarus 84.2% 
(n=19) 

75.8% 
(n=11) 

Luzern 4.5% 
(n=111) 

25.3% 
(n=31) 

St. Gallen 33.9% 
(n=124) 

47.4% 
(n=44) 

Zug 3.1% 
(n=32) 

0% 
(n=7) 

Appenzell 33.3% 
(n=6) 

68.1% 
(n=12) 

Aargau 2.6% 
(n=152) 

0% 
(n=40) 

Graubünden 26.9% 
(n=52) 

47.7% 
(n=36) 

Basel 2.0% 
(n=99) 

0.1% 
(n=18) 

Bern 17.2% 
(n=267) 

20.7% 
(n=78) 

Unterwalden 0.0% 
(n=23) 

0% 
(n=12) 

Fribourg 15.4% 
(n=13) 

14.6% 
(n=8) 

Schaffhausen 0.0% 
(n=18) 

8.3% 
(n=8) 

Solothurn 10.5% 
(n=76) 

3.0% 
(n=22) 

Schwyz 0.0% 
(n=44) 

10.3% 
(n=13) 

Thurgau 10.1% 
(n=79) 

10.9% 
(n=22) 

   

 
Table 1 gives the general picture for the spatial distribution of 
[k͡x]. While it is true as a rule of thumb that each canton has its 
own SwG dialect, linguistic differences do not strictly 
correspond to these administrative borders [1, 34, 35]. We 
therefore created feature maps for the subsequent analyses. 

3.2. Spatial distribution of [k ͡x] 

The maps in Figure 2 show areas where [k͡x] was (top) and 
still is (bottom) more dominant than in others: Wallis (as 
indicated with the purple dot (1)), the Bernese Oberland (2), 
Glarus (3), Graubünden (4), Appenzell and St. Gallen (5). 

In the DÄ data, tokens of [k͡x] are found in a large green 
area around the Northern lake of Zurich and in other localities 
throughout the Central Plateau (3). The atlas does not show 
this trend. However, we find a larger area with [k͡x] tokens in 
St. Gallen and Appenzell (5) in the Atlas data than in DÄ data. 

3.3. Areas of sound change 

The Atlas-based map in Figure 2 (top) shows a similar pattern 
to the DÄ-based map (bottom). Two important differences 
between the maps stand out: in the Northeastern cantons of St. 
Gallen and Appenzell, there seems to be a higher proportion of 
[kx͡] in the historical data whereas around the Northern lake of 
Zurich we find higher proportions in contemporary data. 

As to Northeastern Switzerland, close-up visualizations of 
the Atlas-based (Figure 3, left) and the DÄ-based (Figure 3, 
right) maps suggest a retreat of [k͡x] over the past decades. In 
the Atlas data, [k͡x] is predominant in the localities shown in 
Figure 3 (81.5%). In the same area, we found much smaller 
proportions in the DÄ data, with 28 [k͡x] of 123 gha tokens 
(22.8%). As for Zurich, Figure 4 suggests an innovation of 
[k͡x]: in the Atlas data (left), [k͡x] is not attested at all in the 
localities shown on the map (0%) whereas DÄ data (right) 
showed 23 [k͡x] of 306 gha tokens (7.5%). 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of [kx͡] based on Atlas (top) and DÄ 
(bottom) data. 

   

Figure 3: [kx͡] in Northeastern Switzerland according to Atlas 
(left) and DÄ data (right). Flags stand for sampled localities. 

   

Figure 4: [kx͡] around Zurich according to Atlas (left) and DÄ 
data (right). Flags stand for sampled localities. 
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3.4. Effect of age 
Figure 5 shows the proportions of [kx͡] per age group in 
Northeastern Switzerland (left) and the area around the 
Northern lake of Zurich (right) for DÄ data. The bar charts 
show a tendency for the use of [kx͡] to increase with age in 
Northeastern Switzerland and to decrease with age around 
Zurich. To test for the effect of age, we constructed, for each 
area, a generalized linear model (response variable: [kx͡] 
counts, factors: age group, locality). We performed a standard 
likelihood ratio test comparing this model with a reduced 
model without the factor age. The effect of age was not 
significant at an α-level of .05 in both instances. 

   

Figure 5: Percentage of [kx͡] per age group in Northeastern 
Switzerland (left; n=123), and around Zurich (right; n=306). 

4. Discussion and conclusion 
Our results showed that the spatial distribution of [kx͡] and 
[kh] in gha was relatively similar in the historical and 
contemporary data. This confirms findings by [14, 36, 37] who 
reported that the spatial distribution of phonological features is 
relatively stable, whereas lexical features, for example, are 
more likely to undergo linguistic change. 

Two areas in Northern Switzerland, however, showed 
tendencies for sound change in apparent time [30]: (1) In 
Northeastern St. Gallen and Appenzell we observed lower 
proportions of [kx͡] in contemporary DÄ data than in historical 
Atlas data. The contemporary data showed a tendency for the 
proportion of [kx͡] to increase with speakers’ age, which leads 
to the hypothesis that [kx͡] may be on retreat in this area. (2) In 
the Zurich area we observed the opposite pattern: higher 
proportions of [kx͡] in the contemporary and lower proportions 
in the historical data. The contemporary DÄ data showed a 
tendency for the proportion of [kx͡] to decrease with speakers’ 
age. This suggests that the feature may be spreading towards 
the area around the Northern lake of Zurich. 

An explanation for the sound change taking place around 
the Northern lake of Zurich, and in the cantons of St. Gallen, 
and Appenzell, might be found when looking at the 
geographical reality of these areas: they lie in the Swiss 
midlands, where they are surrounded by influential dialect 
regions. Regions where results revealed high proportions of 
[kx͡] (cf. 3.2) lie in more mountainous and less accessible 
areas, where less dialect contact is expected [1]. One possible 
hypothesis for the sound change taking place in two different 
directions – with a diffusion towards Zurich and the Central 
Plateau and a retreat from Northeastern Switzerland – may be 
a wave-like process where the [kx͡] innovation has taken place 
earlier in the Northeast and is now progressing further towards 
the West of the Central Plateau, leaving the Northeast behind. 

However, the following methodological considerations should 
make it clear that such explanations for the patterns of change 
reported in this paper are hypothetical. 

When comparing results based on DÄ data with those 
based on Atlas data, it is critical to highlight the different 
methodological framework that underlies the two approaches 
[9, 11]: (1) Data for the Atlas was collected in writing using a 
direct method, where dialectologists surveyed informants in 
the field; audio data for DÄ were collected using the indirect 
crowdsourcing method with little control over data elicitation. 
(2) Elderly informants were chosen as speakers for the Atlas. 
These speakers were elicited in the 1940s. For DÄ, speakers of 
all age groups were able to record themselves in 2013/14 
(needless to say that the mobile app targeted more younger 
speakers, age mean=30.5, median=26, sd=15.6). Hence DÄ 
data reflects the SwG linguistic situation of about 100 years 
later than that given in the Atlas. (3) The Atlas features 
informants who – allegedly – spent their entire life in the 
respective locality. In the DÄ corpus, we find speakers from 
all walks of life, conceivably featuring wide mobility. (4) The 
Atlas surveyed one to two speakers per locality while DÄ 
elicited speech from a high number of speakers, which may 
reflect a more objective picture of the SwG population (e.g. 
average number of speakers: mean=4, median=2). 

An audio corpus which is fully retrieved through a 
crowdsourcing mobile app has pitfalls: (1) for the recordings 
of gha, DÄ users are presented – and possibly primed – with 
the written Standard German form <gehabt>, which may 
prompt them to produce <geh-> as [kh] more often. If this had 
influenced speakers’ pronunciation, we would have expected a 
higher proportion of [kx͡] than the one found in the present 
study. (2) Several speakers skipped the part in question or did 
not record the full dialogue altogether (n=17). Such cases were 
discarded. (3) For some recordings, the database featured 
entries where speech production was deemed overly unnatural 
(Standard German words (n=40), extensive pausing, 
disfluencies, and stuttering (n=10)), where the speaker 
submitted multiple recordings (n=52) [see 38, 39], or where 
the speaker recorded nonsense (n=27). Such recordings were 
discarded as well. (4) Some of the metadata indicated by users 
were also problematic: obvious wrong age (n=5) and gender 
(n=8) selections were corrected, and recordings with an 
obvious mismatch between the dialect indicated by the user 
and the speech in the recording (n=12) were dismissed. 

How can we evaluate the validity of our crowdsourced 
data? In the current case, one may apply a more traditional 
dialectological approach to gather data on the pronunciation of 
gha in SwG and compare these results to the ones obtained 
through crowdsourcing by DÄ [40, 14]. One could, 
hypothetically, collect data in a rapid anonymous study in 
several SwG localities – analogous to the framework used in 
[41] – and compare the outcome to the results described in the 
present paper. Previous research has shown that results 
crowdsourced with DÄ strongly correlate with those collected 
through more traditional methods [14]. 
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